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receive it, and generally to pay for it also; and thus a pro-
digious corn trade is managed in the market, and little or
nothing to be seen of it"1.
The middlemen, who handled the corn in its passage from
the producer to the consumer, were known by a variety of
names: badgers, broggers, carriers, ladders, laders, corn-
brokers, corn-chandlers, corn-factors, corn-jobbers, corn-mer-
chants, corn-mongers and corn-regraters2. In addition there
were millers, mealmen and bakers, who handled the flour.
Many of these terms were used interchangeably, and it is
best therefore to classify the corn and flour dealers according
to the functions they served. The main groups comprised
merchants, factors, retailers, mealmen and bakers.
The merchant acted in a twofold capacity—as a whole- Com-
saler he supplied the retailer in the home market;   as an ™erchani*-
exporter, which was his principal business, he furnished the
foreign market.    Some merchants were in a large way of
business :   half the corn sent abroad from London in the
years 1676-1683 passed through the hands of four mer-
chants 3, and an Edinburgh corn-merchant, Coutts, founded
a banking house 4.   The factor traded on commission.   He corn-
kept a stand in the market—the London market was Bear factors-
Quay5—where he sold corn for the owners in different counties
on commission6.   According to Defoe, factors were to be
found in all the great corn markets and ports throughout the
kingdom7, but his statement that they bought corn them-
selves, while not improbable, is contradicted by the evidence
of a witness before a parliamentary committee in 1766 that
they did not deal in corn upon their own account8.
The outstanding figure in the corn trade was the retailer Co-
upon whose activities was concentrated the critical and
generally hostile attention of the public.   These activities
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